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ABSTRACT
We present an iterative method for deriving wind proles from Generalized
SCIDARmeasurements, whih an work in a non-supervised mode. It is an exten-
sion of our CLEAN-based method previously developed for C
2
N
prole determina-
tion. The algorithm is based on a morphologial analysis of the ross-orrelation
funtion of onseutive sintillation irradiane frames, with the introdution of
some knowledge from the C
2
N
proles, whih are determined from the autoor-
relation of those frames. This method was suessfully tested on data from the
site testing observations made at San Pedro Martir in 2000, even on the most
diÆult ases.
Subjet headings: Atmospheri eets { Site testing { Turbulene { Methods:
data analysis { Tehniques: image proessing
1. Introdution
The SCIDAR method (SCIntillation Detetion And Ranging) was proposed by Roa
et al. (1974) to haraterize the atmospheri turbulene that perturbs astronomial
observations. This method is based on the analysis of the autoorrelation of irradiane
images of a binary star, in the pupil plane. It allows the determination of (i) vertial proles
of the refrative-index struture C
2
N
(h), whih haraterizes the strength of the optial
turbulene, and (ii) the veloities V of the turbulent layers
2
.
The original SCIDAR method did not allow the determination of the turbulene of
layers loated lose to the ground level, or inside the dome. To allow suh a determination,
2
In this paper, two-dimensional vetors will be noted in bold
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Fuhs et al. (1998) proposed to shift the (virtual) plane of analysis a few km below the
pupil plane. Avila et al. (1997) implemented this method on a telesope. This extension
of the SCIDAR method is known as Generalized SCIDAR, and will be noted GS in the
following of this paper.
In the last few years, extensive observation ampaigns have been performed with GS
to study the turbulene above astronomial observatories (Avila et al., 1998; Klukers
et al., 1998; Vernin et al., 2000,; Avila et al., 2004; Mkenna et al., 2003; Chun et al., 2002;
Gara-Lorenzo, 2003). Although proles of C
2
N
(h) are routinely alulated from those
observations, with Maximum Entropy methods (Vernin, 1992; Klukers et al., 1998) or
CLEAN (Prieur et al., 2001), few papers presenting wind proles have been published until
now (Klukers et al., 1998; Avila et al., 2001; Vernin et al., 2000; Avila et al., 2004). The
main reason is that wind parameters are rather diÆult to retrieve from SCIDAR (or GS)
data. To our knowledge, only very tedious interative programs exist to do so (Avila et al.,
2001). We present here the results of our investigations in order to perform an automati
determination of wind proles that an be run in bath mode on a large amount of data.
2. The SCIDAR method
The SCIDAR tehnique has been the subjet of many papers (e.g. Roa et al., 1974;
Vernin & Azouit, 1983; Caia et al., 1987; Avila et al., 1997, Klukers et al., 1998, Prieur
et al., 2001). Here we only present the guidelines of the method in order to introdue the
quantities useful for this paper.
In this setion we shall assume that the observations are performed at the zenith. For
non-zero zenithal angles , the altitudes h should be replaed by h os
 1
() in all equations.
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2.1. Priniple of the C
2
N
(h) measurements
Let us rst onsider the observation of a single star in the presene of a single thin
turbulent layer at altitude h above the ground, with a thikness Æh, and a refrative-index
struture oeÆient of C
2
N
(h). This layer will introdue phase utuations in the light path
that will generate intensity utuations, i.e., sintillation, at the level of the ground, whose
ovariane is C (r; h) C
2
N
(h)Æh. When assuming that the phase utuations produed by
the layer have a Kolmogorov spetrum, it an be shown that:
C (r; h) = 0:66
1=3

 2
Z
df f
 11=3
sin
2
 
hf
2

exp( 2if  r); (1)
where the symbol f represents the two-dimensional spatial frequeny, and f is its modulus.
Hene the ontribution 
2
I
(h) of this layer to the total sintillation variane 
2
I
at the
ground level is given by:

2
I
(h)  C (0; h)
Z
h+Æh=2
h Æh=2
C
2
N
(h)dh = 19:12
 7=6
h
5=6
J(h) (2)
where J(h) is the optial turbulene fator of this layer:
J(h) =
Z
h+Æh=2
h Æh=2
C
2
N
(h)dh (3)
In the ase of a double star whose omponents have an angular separation , the
sintillation pattern will be dupliated at the level of the ground, with a horizontal distane
h between the two patterns. Hene, proles of C
2
N
(h) an be easily derived from the
analysis of the mean spatial autoorrelation funtion of short exposure-time images of
the sintillation pattern produed by a double star. This is the priniple of the SCIDAR
tehnique.
In lassial SCIDAR, the telesope pupil is imaged onto the detetor, whih makes the
tehnique insensitive to turbulene lose to the ground, beause the sintillation variane is
proportional to h
5=6
(f. Eq. 2). In GS, the plane of the detetor is made the onjugate of a
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plane at a distane h
gs
(the analysis plane), whih lies a few kilometers below the telesope
pupil (i.e. h
gs
< 0). In this ase the turbulene near the ground, inluding that in the
telesope dome, beomes detetable beause the distane relevant for sintillation produed
by a turbulent layer at an altitude h is now H = h   h
gs
, whih is indeed the distane
between the phase sreen, and the plane of observation (f Fig. 1). Therefore, Eqs. 1 and 2
remain valid when simply replaing h by H.
As the dierent turbulent layers are statistially independent, the ontribution of
eah one is added, and the total theoretial autoorrelation funtion an be written as (f.
Roddier, 1981):
C

(r) =
Z
+1
 h
gs
dh C
2
N
(h) [ a C (r; H) + b C (r  H;H) + b C (r+ H;H) ℄ (4)
The fators a and b of Eq. (4) are given by
a =
1 + 
2
(1 + )
2
and b =

(1 + )
2
; with  = 10
 0:4m
; (5)
where m is the magnitude dierene of the double star.
Hene, all the information needed to retrieve C
2
N
(h) is ontained in a radial setion
of C

(r) along the double star separation. Furthermore, it is onvenient to isolate the
satellites from the entral peak, beause in the latter the ontribution of eah layer is
indistinguishable from that of the others, as they are added, and it ontains the unorrelated
noise. The result of the radial setion (x diretion) and of the isolation of say the peak on
the left hand side loated at x
left
, for experimental data, an be expressed as:
B

gs
(x) =
Z
+1
 h
gs
dh K (x  x
left
; H) C
2
N
(h) +N(x): (6)
N(x) is the noise, and the kernel K (x  x
left
; H) is a radial setion of b C (r  H;H)S (r),
where S (r) is the autoorrelation of the impulse response (PSF) of the detetor. The
determination of C
2
N
(h) is thus an inverse problem, obeying Eq. (6), whih is an equation
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of Fredholm type. It an be solved by various numerial methods, for instane using a
maximum entropy algorithm (e.g., Vernin, 1992) or CLEAN (e.g., Prieur et al., 2001)
Vernin & Azouit (1983) showed that R(h) the equivalent radius (width at half
maximum) of a orrelation peak for a given layer at altitude h is proportional to
p
(h  h
gs
). The proportionality onstant has been determined by Prieur et al. (2001) to
be equal to 0.78, so that:
R(h) = 0:78
q
(h  h
gs
): (7)
2.2. Priniple of wind veloity V(h) measurements
In the following, we shall assume that the turbulent strutures are arried by the mean
wind without deformation. This assumption is known as Taylor hypothesis, and is valid
for short enough time intervals. In this ase, the sintillation pattern produed by a layer
at altitude h, where the mean (horizontal) wind veloity is V(h), moves on the analysis
plane a distane V(h)t in a time t. Hene, V(h) an be determined by analyzing the
ross-orrelation of pairs of sintillation images taken at times separated by t. As in the
ase of the autoorrelation (f. Set 2.1), the presene of a turbulent layer at height H
produes a triplet in the ross-orrelation funtion, with a separation of H between the
entral peak and the satellites. But here the entral peak is no longer situated at the origin:
it is loated at the point r = V(h)t. In the ase of multiple layers, by analogy with Eq.
(4), the ross-orrelation an be written as:
C


(r;t) =
Z
+1
 h
gs
dh C
2
N
(h) [ a C

(r V(h)t; H) + b C

(r V(h)t  H;H)
+b C

(r V(h)t+ H;H) ℄ : (8)
C

diers slightly from C (Eq. 4) beause of a ertain amount of temporal de-orrelation
of the sintillation (partial failure of the Taylor hypothesis), and a possible utuation of
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Turbulent layer #2
Turbulent layer #1
Plane of analysis
Ground level
h H = h - hSG
hSG < 0
- hSG0
0
ρ
d1=-ρhSG
d2=ρ(h-hSG)
Fig. 1.| Priniple of the generalized SCIDAR.
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V(h) during the integration time. Those two eets redue the amplitude of the sintillation
ovariane and widen it, respetively (Caia et al., 1987). In the urrent implementation
of our method we have assumed that C

(r; H) / C (r; H) and negleted the (small) width
inrease. The absene of artefats in the residual maps we have obtained so far indiates
that this assumption was valid for the data we have proessed with our method.
2.3. Sensitivity of the method
Experimentally, we are limited to a nite pupil size, and the intensity of B

gs
(x) of
Eq. 6 is modulated (i.e., multiplied) by P (x), the autoorrelation of the pupil. We an thus
expet that the noise inreases with x, the absissa of the seondary peak. As an be seen
in Fig. 1, this quantity is proportional to , the angular separation of the binary and to
h
SG
, the distane of the analysis plane from the ground level. Hene for GS observations,
one should selet binaries appropriately to obtain a good ompromise between large values
of x to allow a good separation of turbulent layers with a high resolution in altitude, and
small values of x to redue the noise.
When negleting the read-out noise, Tokovinin (1997) has shown that the statistial
rms noise of B

gs
(x) per frame is given by:
B

gs
(x) =
 
a 
2
I
+ 1=N
ph

=
p
M(x); (9)
where N
ph
is the mean number of photons per oherene area of the sintillation pattern
(radius r

) and M(x) is the number of independent ells, i.e., the ratio of P (x), the
overlapping pupil area, to r
2

the oherene area of the sintillation patterns. Following
Vernin & Azouit (1983), we take r

equal to the Fresnel radius of the turbulent layer
whih dominates the sintillation pattern (i.e., with the largest 
2
I
(h)). We then have
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r

=
p
H
0
=2, by noting H
0
, the distane of that layer to the plane of analysis, and:
M(x) = 2P (x)=(H
0
) (10)
When onsidering Eq. 6 at x
left
, the enter of the left satellite, we an estimate the
unertainty of the optial turbulene fator (f. Eq. 3):
J(x
left
) =
B

gs
(x
left
)
K(0; H)
(11)
with K(0; H) = b C(0; H)  S(0). Using Eqs. 2, 9 and 10, it omes:
J(x
left
) =
3:70 10
 2

5=3
H
 5=6
H
1=2
0
(a 
2
I
+ 1=N
ph
)
b
p
P (x)
(12)
This noise an be redued by averaging the signal on n independent frames and integrating
it over the full area of the satellites. More generally, the total noise on the estimation of J
for given layer from the measurement of a triplet an then be approximated with:
N
J
(H) 
J(x
left
)


p
n
p
H=H
0
(13)
where 

is the attenuation fator aeting the signal of various origin suh as the de-
orrelation due to the length of the integration time, the non-steadiness of the atmospheri
turbulene and the deviations from Taylor's assumption. We have found experimentally
that a typial value of 

is  0:7. The term
p
H=H
0
takes into aount the redution of
noise due to the possible integration of the signal on a disk of diameter R(h) (f. Eq. 7).
3. Automati wind veloity measurements
3.1. Introdution
From the previous setion, we see that the basi problem to obtain wind veloity
proles from the ross-orrelation funtion C


is to detet the triplets produed by the
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turbulent layers. For eah triplet, the wind parameters (horizontal amplitude and diretion)
an be derived from the position of the entral peak, whereas the altitude of the layer are
omputed from the distane between the two satellites.
The experimental data to proess onsists of images whih are measurements of the
2-D spatio-temporal ross-orrelation funtion C


(r;t) (with t = 20 ms or 40 ms). In
the following we shall assume that they have been ltered out from experimental noise and
rotated so that the lines (x axis, in the following) are parallel to the diretion of separation
of the binary, as those assumptions were true for the ross-orrelation data that we have
used to test our method.
3.2. Priniple of our method
We have hosen to use an iterative approah based on the CLEAN algorithm, as we did
for the inversion of C
2
N
proles for SCIDAR measurements (Prieur et al., 2001). We wanted
to take advantage of the experiene aquired with the interative program developed by
Avila et al. (2001), whih had shown its eÆieny in providing good measurements. With
Avila's program, the peaks are removed from the ross-orrelation funtion with suessive
steps. For eah step, the loation of the entral peak and satellites of a triplet are entered
by the user, with the mouse, and then removed from the ross-orrelation funtion. The
user performs as many iterations as neessary in order to obtain a nal image without any
detetable peaks.
The method we propose is an \automated version" of Avila's program. For eah
iteration, the image is sanned for searhing a entral peak and two satellites. The validity
of this triplet is determined with an analysis of the morphology, the brightness of the peaks,
and the sintillation variane expeted at the orresponding altitude. When all riteria are
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satised, the parameters of this layer (altitude, wind veloity, and diretion) are stored
into a le, and this triplet is removed (i.e. \leaned"). The resulting image will be alled
residual map, whereas the image built with the valid triplets will be alled lean map. The
program proeeds with suessive iterations, in order to detet (and then remove) all the
triplets that are assoiated with turbulent layers.
3.3. Desription of the algorithm
Let's dene the main objets that we shall use in this setion. The peaks and the
lusters, are assoiated with the entral peaks and the satellites, respetively. The
triplets are made of two lusters and one peak. The lean will be the CLEAN
omponents deteted in the CLEAN proess. In our urrent implementation in C, they are
represented as \strutures", with many elds to qualify them (position, intensity, size, et).
In objet-oriented languages, they ould be genuine \objets".
The algorithm is presented in Fig. 2. It proeeds in four steps:
Step 1: Detetion of the entral peak
We rst determine the enter of the entral peak peak by looking for the maximum in
the urrent residual map (whih is initialized to the ross-orrelation funtion when starting
the program). Its intensity will be alled peak.zent. A Gaussian funtion is then tted
within a small region around that maximum, whih allows a more preise determination of
the loation (peak.xent, peak.yent) of the enter of peak, and thus of the veloity
of the possible orresponding turbulent layer(s).
To allow for subsequent detetion of the (fainter) satellites, the intensity of peak
needs to be large enough. We use a threshold on peak.zent of xsigma1 for validating
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this peak. A typial value for xsigma1 is 6 

, where 

was the standard deviation of the
bakground (i.e. area free of any triplets) of the ross-orrelation funtion. The program
stops when the residual map does not exhibit any maxima larger than this value.
Step 2: Detetion of CLEAN omponents (satellites)
Then an iterative CLEAN proess of the satellites is performed inside the horizontal
strip entered on (peak.xent, peak.yent), with a width R (f. Eq. 7). For eah
jth iteration, the loation of the pixel with the maximum intensity is searhed for. Its
oordinates are noted (lean[j℄.x, lean[j℄.y), and its intensity lean[j℄.z. Then
the funtion   C (r; H)  S(r) entered on (lean[j℄.x, lean[j℄.y), is subtrated
from the urrent residual map to \lean" this entral peak (f. Set 2). Like in most
implementations of the CLEAN method, only a fration of the maximum is \leaned" at
eah iteration (we use  = 0:30). The value of H, whih is needed to ompute C (r; H) is
derived from the distane from lean[j℄ to peak (f. Set. 2). The iterative proess on j
stops when the noise level is reahed, i.e. lean[j℄.z < xsigma2, or when the number of
CLEAN omponents exeeds a ertain limit j max. A typial value for xsigma2 is 3 

. The
test on j max is needed for safety to avoid problems when xsigma2 has been set too small.
Step 3: Gathering CLEAN omponents into triplets
A morphologial analysis is then performed on the set of the CLEAN omponents
lean[j℄ deteted in step 2. The purpose of this analysis is to sort out those numerous
omponents and selet those who belong to possible satellites assoiated with the entral
peak peak. This is done in two steps:
 The routine group to lusters groups the omponents lean[j℄ into lusters,
that will be andidates for satellites assoiated with turbulent layers, by performing
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a morphologial analysis. This routine proeeds with suessive iterations. First, the
density of neighbours within R(h) (Eq. 7) is omputed for eah CLEAN omponent.
The omponent having the maximum density of neighbours is taken as the enter of a
new luster, and its neighbours (within R(h)) are assoiated with this luster. The
omponents belonging to this luster are then neutralized for the next iterations. The
routine stops when the maximum neighbour density is too small (typially less than
3).
 The routine make triplets performs an analysis of those lusters in order to selet
the pairs of lusters that will be good andidates for satellites of peak linked to a
turbulent layer. When suh a pair is found it onstitutes a triplet. The riteria used
here are morphologial only: two lusters loated on the left and on the right of the
entral peak peak, respetively, form a new triplet when their distanes to that
peak are similar. At this stage, it is also possible to detet some \foreign peaks", i.e.
possible entral peaks (and their satellites) generated by turbulent layers that have
dierent veloities from that of the layer(s) assoiated with the entral peak peak
(see examples in Set. 4.1). Indeed, a foreign entral peak an be haraterized as a
bright luster without any ounterpart on the other side (left/right) relative to the
entral peak peak, with some satellites loated symmetrially relative to it. Foreign
peaks with their orresponding satellites are then proessed separately.
At the end of this analysis, all the omponents lean[j℄ that do not belong to lusters
that have been grouped into triplets are removed from the CLEAN map, and the residual
map is updated aordingly.
Step 4: Testing the validity of the triplets
Two tests of validity are then performed for eah triplet: (loop on it index in Fig. 2).
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 hek symmetry: a thorough analysis of the symmetry of the two lusters belonging
to the triplet relative to the entral peak is performed. For the morphology, we
hek that the varianes in x and y of the left/right distributions of the lean
omponents are similar, and that the mean values for y on both sides are also similar.
Conerning the intensities, both lusters should have a omparable number of lean
omponents, and the intensity of the entral peak should be larger than that of the
satellites (f. Set. 2). Here the main diÆulty is a possible ontamination by a
foreign peak whih would have not been deteted by the routine make triplet.
 hek altitude: a nal test of the validity of the lusters is done using the C
2
N
prole.
The seleted lusters should orrespond to an altitude H where the sintillation
variane, 
2
I
(H), is larger than the threshold xsigma2 used for deteting the satellites
in the ross-orrelation funtion. Note that the prole of the sintillation variane is
derived from the C
2
N
prole using Eq. 2.
In the ase of \multiple layers", i.e. turbulene layers with similar wind veloities and
dierent altitudes, two or more triplets are assoiated with the entral peak peak, and
the layer index klayer is inreased aordingly. Atually, in the urrent implementation of
this program, a more preise determination of the loation of the entral peak is performed
for eah valid triplet, taking into aount the loation of the two satellites. This allow us
to disentangle the ases when multiple layers have their entral peaks superimposed.
Eah time a valid triplet is found, the entral peak is \leaned" using the information
ontained in the satellites. The program removes from that peak
a 
b
C (r; H)  S(r) (see
Eqs. 1 and 5). At the end of the proess, there may remain some non-negligible residuals
at this loation, sine the satellites are not always fully deteted, due to the presene of
noise. Thus, to allow the algorithm to onverge, all pixels belonging to the disk entered
on (peak.xent, peak.yent) with a diameter R are invalidated for further searh of
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entral peaks in the residual map.
When a triplet is rejeted during this analysis, all CLEAN omponents belonging
to its two lusters are removed from the CLEAN map, and the residual map is updated
aordingly.
General remarks:
Note that all the CLEAN omponents that are not assoiated with satellites of valid
triplets are restored to the residual map. They are thus available for another proessing
in subsequent iterations. This allows suessful analysis of omplex ases (e.g., examples of
Set. 4.1).
The sensitivity of the algorithm an be easily tuned by hanging the values of the two
thresholds xsigma1 and xsigma2 that are used to stop the searh for the entral peak and
the satellites, respetively.
An option for proessing strutures with a single satellite is also possible. This may
be needed when the binary star is widely separated and/or when the wind veloities are
large: one of the satellites may fall out of the ross-orrelation map. In this ase, the
tests about symmetry are invalidated, and the only remaining test is that performed
by hek altitude with the 
2
I
prole. To improve the stability, and avoid a possible
avalanhe of spurious detetions, the thresholds xsigma1 and xsigma2 may then need to be
enlarged, i.e. the entral peak and its satellite must have a better signal-to-noise ratio than
when full triplets are deteted.
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Search for maximum of residual map; 
central peak: 
1. Search for the maximum 
in the horizontal strip centered on .
2. Subtraction of that CLEAN component
from the residual map.
and
and
yes
yes
1. Group to clusters
2. Make triplets out of clusters:
is valid:
1. save wind parameters 
of layer 
Remove CLEAN components 
of the two clusters of 
from the CLEAN map and
update the residual map.
check altitude
with sigI profile
check symmetry
of 
bad symmetry
bad altitude
ok
ok
2. clean central peak
using information from 
the satellites of triplet[i]
1. Remove CLEAN components not associated 
with valid triplets from the CLEAN map 
and update the residual map.
2. Invalidate the area of for searching new 
central peaks in the residual map.
End
Begin
no
no
yes
no
Fig. 2.| Algorithm of our method for omputing wind proles.
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4. Analysis of the results
4.1. Examples of proessing
We present here some examples to illustrate the proessing by our program of some
typial ases.
Multiple layers
The detetion of layers with similar veloities is rather diÆult beause the
orresponding entral peaks are superimposed. The triplets 1 and 2 of Fig.3.A illustrate
this ase. Moreover, the left satellite of triplet 1 is mixed with the entral peak of triplet 5.
Despite those two diÆulties, the program identied well eah layer. It is an example of
\multiple layers" (f. Step 4 of Set. 3.3). The pairs of lusters orresponding to the two
layers 1 and 2 loated at dierent altitudes are grouped to the same entral peak to form
two triplets. After validation of those triplets, the aurate loation of the entral peaks is
then set to the mean of the orresponding satellites enters.
Thik layer
Rather often, the data show omma-like strutures, whih orrespond to a series of
layers at similar altitudes (a so-alled \thik layer") and signiantly dierent veloities. An
example is presented in Fig. 3.Bb. The program nds four layers in the \omma" struture
on the bottom-left orner of the ross-orrelation maps. As an be seen in Fig. 3.Ba layers 3,
5 and 6 are loated at the same altitude whereas layer 4 is slightly higher. Indeed when the
altitude dierenes are smaller than the GS altitude resolution R(h)= (f. Eq. 7), the
same (mean) altitude is attributed to those layers.
Mixed-up ase
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Figs. 3.Cb illustrates the ase of a partiularly diÆult situation when triplets are
mixed up along the same line (here the triplets 2 and 3). This gure shows that the program
is able to handle suh situations. As explained in Set. 3.3, this an be done in two ways:
either by identifying a \foreign" entral peak and its satellites during the proessing of the
brightest (and rst deteted) entral peak, or by rejeting all the lusters not assoiated
with the brightest entral peak during this proessing and by a spei proessing of the
\foreign" triplet during the subsequent iteration whih starts by the detetion of the entral
foreign peak.
Wind veloity at the ground level
When the separation of the double star and/or the analysis-plane distane from the
pupil (h
gs
) are not large enough, the turbulene near the ground an produe triplets with
satellites partially superimposed on the entral peak.
This is the ase of layers 1 and 2 in Fig. 3.Bb and layer 1 in Fig. 3.Cb. As an be
seen, the program handles well this omplexity. For altitudes lose to the ground level, the
program works with the onept of \pattern reognition". The lusters orresponding to
the satellites are identied by a thorough analysis of the intensity prole around the entral
peak.
The detetion of the wind at the level of the ground is a very important feature beause
it enables us to determine the C
2
N
inside the telesope dome. As explained by Avila et al.
(2001), when two layers are deteted at ground level with zero and non-zero veloities,
respetively, then the rst layer an be attributed to the turbulene inside the dome.
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 (Aa)  (Ab) 
 (Ba)  (Bb) 
 (Ca)  (Cb) 
Fig. 3.| Examples of proessing. From top to bottom: A. multiple layers with similar
veloities; B. thik layer with a veloity gradient; C. superimposed triplets. Left (a): Sin-
tillation variane prole. Right (b): ross-orrelation funtion with rosses on the deteted
peaks: \" for entral peaks, and \+" for satellites.
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4.2. Comparison with interative proessing
In this setion, we ompare the results derived with this method to those obtained
by R. Avila with the \interative" data redution. We have used the ampaign of GS
observations performed in 2000 with the 2.1 m telesope of San Pedro Martir (SPM), whih
are desribed in Avila et al. (2004).
In Figs 4a and 4b, we have displayed the veloity proles obtained for the night of May
19th 2000 with the automati and interative programs, respetively. In this example, a
good ompromise between sensitivity and robustness was obtained with xsigma1  7 and
xsigma2  2:4. For eah observation, we have plotted a blak dot at altitude zero, when
the turbulene inside the dome (with zero veloity) was deteted. It thus learly appears
that our program detets very well the turbulene layers lose to the level of the ground,
and even inside the dome. Furthermore, the detetion rates in automati and interative
modes are very similar.
The C
2
N
proles measured during that night are displayed in Fig. 4. This night an be
onsidered as typial with the highest veloity winds of around 30 m.s
 1
for the turbulent
layers at high altitude in the range 10{15 km. In this plot, the altitude of 2800 m of SPM
observatory is indiated with a white line.
Figs 4a and 4b show that the results obtained by the interative and automati modes
are in very good agreement, espeially for the altitudes with a C
2
N
with a good signal-to-noise
ratio. Indeed, on the les we have proessed, the main dierenes between the two modes
were found for the altitudes with a small level of turbulene, whih orrespond to a small
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the C
2
N
proles. But there also remains some partiularly
diÆult situations with signiant dierenes between interative and automati proedures
although the SNR is good. The program (and humans) may not detet all the layers and/or
give false detetions. This rate of false detetion is dependent on the omplexity of the
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situations and on the values of xsigma1 and xsigma2, whih tune the sensitivity.
Of ourse this program is not perfet. Despite all our eorts, it annot integrate all
the wisdom of human brain. There will always remain some situations when a skilled user
will be superior to this program, and will detet some turbulent layers with a lower SNR or
better disentangle partiularly omplex ases. The CLEAN-based proess we have hosen
is versatile, and allows a full integration of the automati and the interative modes. In
the urrent version of our program, the user an add or remove triplets interatively on the
results obtained with the automati mode. For desperate ases, the user an even proess
everything in the interative mode only.
We an quantify the level of detetion with the lling fator, whih is dened as
the ratio of the sum of J(h) for the deteted layers over the total sum of J(h) for all
layers. In Fig. 5a, we have displayed the lling fator versus the time of observation for
the measurements of the 19th May. In this gure, one an see that the automati and
interative proedure lead to very similar lling fators, whih indiates that the detetion
levels are nearly the same in both ases. The parameters that an be derived from the two
sets of measurements are also very similar. Fig. 5b shows an example of 
AO
, the oherene
time for full-orretion adaptive optis, derived from the turbulene and wind veloity using
(Roddier, Gilli, & Lund, 1982):

AO
= 0:519

2


 6=5

Z
dh jV(h)j
5=3
C
2
N
(h)

 3=5
(14)
The performanes of both the interative and automati proedures an also be
ompared with the theoretial expetations using the noise estimation provided by Eq. 13.
In Fig. 6, we have displayed the J amplitudes of the deteted layers and the theoretial
urves orresponding to SNR=3 for the two binaries  Crb and 95 Her observed during
the night of May 19th 2000 (with h
sg
=  4 km, 
2
I
 0:34, n = 2000, H
0
= 13 km, and
N
ph
 100 and 120 photons for  Crb and 95 Her, respetively). This gure shows that the
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detetivities of the automati and interative proedures are very similar, and are lose to
the 3- level.
5. Conlusion
Our CLEAN-based method was implemented and suessfully tested on extensive data
from GS observations made in San Pedro Martir in 2000. The wind veloity parameters
(veloity and diretion) derived with this method are fully ompatible with the results
obtained with interative programs.
This method allows an automati determination of the wind parameters in altitude,
whih, ombined with the C
2
N
proles, provides a full haraterization of the turbulene
above the site of observation. in a non-supervised mode. This opens the possibility of
proessing large amounts of data, and even doing real-time proessing. Adaptive optis
systems working on telesopes loated on the same site ould then take advantage of the
knowledge of the turbulene parameters for a better eÆieny.
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Fig. 4.| Vertial wind veloity proles measured with automati (a), and interative (b)
proedures. The orresponding C
2
N
prole is displayed in () (night of 19/05/2000).
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Fig. 5.| Filling fator (a), and 
AO
(b) obtained with automati (solid line) and interative
(dashed line) proedures, versus the time of observation (night of 19/05/2000).
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Fig. 6.| Optial turbulene fators of the layers deteted with automati (a) and interative
(b) proedures for  Crb (A) and 95 Her (B) (open irles). The theoretial detetion urve
orresponding to SNR=3 is plotted as a solid line (night of 19/05/2000).
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